We reply to the comments by Nash about our approach to the partial differential equations of renormalizable quantum field theory. By a simple example, the lack of content of his remarks is made more manifest,
In his paper' on our approach2 to the partial differential equations of quantum field theory, Nash has completely misrepresented the violation of dimensional analysis D For, in Eq. (8) of Ref. 2 , the physical mass parameter in the argument of the 6 -function in that equation is mcs t certainly measured in terms of the intrinsic scale p. (If this were not so, the operator k&+/J -&would not be a dimensional analysis operator, as it would not conw tain all of the fundamental scales in the respective Green's functions. ) There-_ fore, in this Eq, (8) of Ref, 2, for example, the argument of the e-function,
since m2 must be quadratic in /.J. In the more general case where there are several intrinsic mass parameters { pj} , the arguments of the respective 6-functions would satisfy the analogous relation
since, again, m2 must be a quadratic function of { pj 1 D Thus, the term RI'@) in Eq. (11) of Ref, 2 arises because the Green's functions can be singular at threshold so that (referring to Eqs, (7), (8), and (11) of this reference (2)) 7) is not true so that Eq. (8) must be modified.
Indeed, since we are working to order g3, let's now check to see if the limit (4) is nonzero to this order. The relevant contribution to I' 63) is the one-loop graph shown in Fig, 1 . It's sufficient to study Imr (6) , since the operators in has therefore been shown to be present to finite orders in perturbation theory by explicit calculation in the simple example treated here. To repeat, the general calculable case is discussed in Refs. 2 and 3, To each order in coupling we have correct equations of the type (12) provided we include our violation term. These can then be solved with confidence that the error made is of higher order than the last term kept and, for asymptotic regions, less significant since, in general, higher orders are more singular at threshold and therefore less significant in our3 particular integral for equations of the type (12). This is completely analogous to computing p and y only to finite order. Nash's bold speculation about the absence of very
